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THE ORIGINAL





NAXOS VIBES
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According to Greek mythology Argo was the ship on which the Argonauts boarded so as to go to Colchis and find the Golden Fleece. This legendary ship which has travelled for so many centuries in people’s imagination, anchored in Naxos and more particularly, in Argo boutique hotel.
Both the name of the hotel and the hotel logo have been inspired from the expedition of the Argonauts. Also the hotel’s design has incorporated certain features that are relevant to this expedition.
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THEY SAY ABOUT US







BEAUTIFUL HOTEL


We have stayed at the Argo so many times over the last twenty years that if feels like going home.
> Tripadvisor




















VERY GOOD CHOICE


The staff was very helpfull and friendly, newly renovated hotel, at the town of Naxos. Very good location, near the beach.
>Tripadvisor




















WONDERFUL STAFF


Beautiful breakfasts, cater for all tastes - and tables beside the swimming pool! The staff was very obliging to our group, a great place to stay.
>Tripadvisor















  































YOUR ROOM






CHOICE















The elegantly decorated rooms and their beautiful and stylish design will steal your heart and make Argo hotel an irreplaceable holiday retreat for you.
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SUPERIOR DOUBLE
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check availabilityview more
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DOUBLE SEA VIEW
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DELUXE TRIPLE
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LAERTES DELUXE DOUBLE
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SUITE SHOWER JET
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DELUXE DOUBLE WITH OUTDOOR HOT TUB
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ORPHEUS SEMIBASEMENT SUITE


With Outdoor Hottub
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ATALANTA SEMIBASEMENT SUITE


With Indoor Plunge Pool
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HONEYMOON SUITE


With Jetted Bathtub
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ACHILLES SUPERIOR SUITE


With Outdoor Hottub
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KING SUITE


With Outdoor Hottub
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KING SUITE SEA VIEW


With Outdoor Hottub
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HERCULES EXECUTIVE SUITE


With Indoor Hottub
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JASON MASTER SUITE


With Outdoor Hottub
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ARGO CABANA SUITE


With Outdoor Plunge Pool
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QUEEN DOUBLE ROOM
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STANDARD DOUBLE ROOM
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DELUXE DOUBLE/TWIN WITH BALCONY
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IDEAL LOCATION






TO ENJOY NAXOS















Argo boutique hotel is situated in close proximity to the famous Saint George beach which is awarded the European Blue Flag every year.
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100m away from the famous
Saint George beach in Naxos
Town (Hora)

400m from the town centre

Near restaurants & mini
markets





























SAVOR THE GASTRONOMICAL






TREASURES






























Greek Breakfast




Argo boutique hotel serves a lavish breakfast inspired from the tasteful delicacies of the Greek traditional cuisine. The guests have the chance to savor gastronomical treasures of the Greek land that have been prepared with extra care and top-quality, local ingredients.
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Snack - Bar "Kalesma"




If you yearn to taste the gastronomic treasures offered by the rich Greek nature, our restaurant is the ideal place for you. Our talented chef welcomes you with delicious snacks, fresh salads, and palatable desserts made with local products to thrill your appetite.
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SOOTHING AMBIANCE






ABSOLUTE RELAXATION















The friendly and well-trained staff at the hotel spa will help you live the ultimate experience of relaxation and rejuvenation.
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REFRESHING






TIMES
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BARS




The guests can sip a cold cocktail in one of the two bars within the hotel premises. The main bar is open 24 hours a day and it offers a large variety of mouthwatering beverages and numerous tasteful light snacks. 
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YOUR TRAVEL






MEMORIES












































































#argohotelnaxos
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ARGO






VILLA















Villa Argo is situated in the end of Glinado village, in the most quiet part of it. The building consists of two different houses. A two-storey house modernly decorated and a traditional apartment with stone floors. The huge verandas and the garden offer magnificent views and unique sunsets that will become a forever memory.
Families, friends or couples are all welcome since both houses have ample space for everyone. Total privacy is ensured and each house has a different entrance.
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ARGONAUTICA TOURS






BOOK  YOUR CAR
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A brand new car rental in the centre of Naxos town. After many years in the hotel industry, we decided to expand our business in the car rental area. With best quality cars and with our main concern your safety we provide you the ultimate experience to explore the island of Naxos. Trust us for the best holidays ever!
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EXPLORE






NAXOS ISLAND















Naxos is the largest island in the Cyclades and it is located in the South Aegean Sea. It is a truly interesting island with a rich history. In the course of time, it has had strong influences from the Venetians and the Franks and it is a Greek island where you will find plenty of impressive historical sites to visit.
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NAXOS ISLAND


Make Naxos your next holiday destination!
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BEACHES


The best beaches in Naxos
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ACTIVITIES


Best things to do in Naxos
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Saint George Beach,

843 00, Naxos Island, Cyclades, Greece

Tel: +30 22850 23059, +3022850 25330

Fax: +30 22850 25331

Email: info@hotelargo.gr



Reg.No: 1174K011A0314200
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